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Abstract:
Understanding of the three-dimensional shock wave-vortex loop interaction phenomena plays a key
role in noise reduction. This study focuses on the three-dimensional shock wave distortion and
propagation phenomena in a near-field supersonic jet. Shock-square vortex loop interaction was
experimentally investigated in a square cross-sectional open-end shock wave generating tube at an
incident shock Mach number of 1.39 ± 0.05. A square vortex loop impinged on a reflected shock wave
from a wall located in front of the nozzle end. The planar reflected shock wave transforms into either
a concave or convex distorted shape due to the opposing high-speed flow emitted from the nozzle
corner. The convex shaped shock wave scatters towards the outside of the vortex loop, whereas the
concave one converges towards the centre of the vortex loop. The concave shaped shock wave results
in shock wave focusing. In shock-square vortex loop interaction, the shock wave is locally focused
along the axis of the nozzle corner.
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1. Introduction
Compressible vortex loops are mainly generated by shock wave emission through a tube into a
quiescent fluid. Their flow features are strongly related to the nozzle geometry of the tube. After an
incident shock wave is emitted from the nozzle exit, the shock wave diffraction generated at the nozzle
corner induces an initial circulation which develops into a vortex. The angle of the nozzle corner is an
important factor in vortex circulation [1-3]. Sun et al. [3] numerically conducted vorticity prediction
in shock diffraction at various corner angles and showed that the vorticity production dramatically
increases in the range of 15 to 45 degrees; however, it hardly increases at corner angles over 90 degrees
and reaches a constant value. When three-dimensional fluid motion is taken into account, shock wave
diffraction leads to the generation of a vortex loop. Circular vortex loops that produce fundamental
three-dimensional fluid motion are frequently addressed in vortex loops studies [4-7]. The main
features of vortex loops are that they are self-contained, automotive, and quite longevous [8]. Different
exit nozzle geometries, which are non-circular in shape, change the flow characteristics and induce
unsteady and highly three-dimensional flows. Zare-Betash et al. [9, 10] reported the flow features of
non-circular vortex loops from various nozzle geometries such as the square, elliptic, and exotic shapes.
The PIV results of Zare-Betash et al. [10] indicated that the circulation of a circular vortex loop is
higher than that of a non-circular one because the deceleration of some parts of the non-circular vortex
loop induce a relatively lower circulation. According to the numerical simulation of Zhang et al. [11],
a square vortex loop leads to counter-rotating stream-wise vortices at the four corners, and they
accelerate mixing in the vortex core because they engulf the surrounding air into the vortex core.
Therefore, the nozzle geometry is a key parameter influencing flow characteristics such as velocity
and vorticity of a vortex loop, and various nozzle shapes are used for various engineering applications.
Rectangular supersonic jets have the ability to enhance mixing, reduce jet noise, and be applied for
the thrust vector control [12]. Additionally, rectangular supersonic jets are useful for a wide range of
applications such as combustion, noise suppression, heat transfer, and lift augmentation. According to
previous investigations, where various nozzle geometries have been evaluated for jet noise reduction
in high-subsonic and supersonic flows [13], a circular nozzle produces a higher level of jet noise,
whereas a rectangular nozzle has a higher performance for noise reduction. Additionally, rectangular
jets that play a key role in noise generation and jet plume impingement govern the performance of the
vectored thrust on aircrafts. Screech tones, relating to jet noise generation, may also have a detrimental
effect on aircraft structures. Raman [14] showed that the level of screech tones altered depending on a
span-wise nozzle exit geometry. Rectangular jets have also been used for combustors [15, 16] and they
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lead to enhancement of the combustion performance due to axis switching associated with self-induced
vortex ring deformations.
Shock waves generated in supersonic jets are often accompanied by induced vortex rings [17-19],
and there is a high possibility that these flows interact with each other, which results in noise generation.
Understanding shock-vortex loop interaction phenomena are important for noise detection/reduction
in high speed flows [20-22] and the automobile exhaust flow fields [23-25]. Since the early 1990s,
there have been experimental, numerical, and theoretical investigations of shock wave interaction with
vortex rings [20-22, 26, 27]. Minota [28] experimentally investigated shock-vortex ring interactions
when the shock wave impinges head-on. She showed that the diffracted shock wave which interacts
with the vortex ring propagates towards the centre of the vortex ring, which results in the shock wave
focusing at the centre of the vortex ring. This shock focusing causes a pressure increase that would
lead to noise generation [29, 30]. According to a numerical investigation by Meadows [31], the sound
pressure level increases with increasing shock wave strength, and this relation was consistent with
previous experimental observations in supersonic jets.
Understanding of shock wave interaction with three-dimensional vortex loop is also a key issue for
noise generation. Shimizu et al. [22] experimentally and theoretically investigated the mechanism of
noise generation in shock-vortex ring interaction in a three-dimensional flow field. They focused on
investigating noise generation at the early stage of the interaction. Noise generation comes from the
scattered waves involving the shock diffraction, the acoustic wave, and the backward scattering by
density inhomogeneity. Inoue et al. [32] numerically investigated sound generation in a long
interaction process and showed large sound pressures occur due to shock wave focusing. Shock wave
focusing in shock-vortex ring interaction had also been observed computationally by Takayama et al.
[29]. Therefore, shock wave deformations such as diffraction, reflection, and focusing may lead to
enhanced noise generation. Since non-circler vortex loops have self-induced vortex deformation, it
leads to a more complicated mechanism for sound generation. This study focuses on investigating
three-dimensional shock wave distortion and propagation phenomena. An experimental investigation
of shock-square vortex loop interaction was conducted at an incident shock Mach number of 1.39 in a
square cross-sectional open-end shock wave generating tube. The high-speed shadowgraph
photography technique was used to evaluate flow characteristics.

2. Experimental setup
An experimental investigation was conducted in a square cross-sectional open-end shock wave
generating tube at an incident shock Mach number of 1.39 ± 0.05 in the driven section with a Reynolds
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number of 7.2 × 105 based on a side length of the tube. The shock wave generating tube with side
lengths of d = 22 mm consists of a driven section of 200 mm in length and a blasted section (Fig. 1).
The wall thickness of the tube is 1.2 mm. A flush-mounted pressure transducer (Kulite Semiconductor
Products, Inc., model: XTE-190M, natural frequency: 150 kHz) was positioned 50 mm from the exit
of the tube, and the Mach number in the driven section is estimated from the measured overpressure
magnitude. The pressure signal was recorded using a data acquisition (National Instruments Corp.,
model: NI-9205, sampling rate: 250 kS/s, resolution: 16 bit) driven by LabVIEW. A non-electric tube
(Dyno Nobel, model: NONEL DynoLine) was used to induce a shock wave which propagates into the
driven section. The shock wave generating system using the NONEL tube has been successfully
applied in a previous study [33]. The flexible NONEL tube with an outer diameter of 3 mm was flush
mounted on the shock generating tube end in the blasted section, and the axis of the NONEL tube was
aligned with the shock propagation direction. The detonation was initiated within the NONEL tube by
an electric blasting device (Dyno Nobel, model: Dyno Start 2, output voltage: 2500 V). This explosion
generates a blast wave from the NONEL tube end, and the blast wave transforms into a planar shock
wave in the driven section. NONEL tube of 300 mm in length was used for each run.
After the planar incident shock is emitted from the nozzle exit, a vortex loop is generated behind it,
and its shape transforms with time (Fig. 2). The incident shock wave is reflected from a wall located
in front of the nozzle exit, and this reflected shock wave impinges on the vortex loop. The distance
between the wall and the shock generating tube was L = 55 mm. The velocity of the reflected shock
wave just before vortex impingement was 317.6 ± 18.9 m/s which is a Mach number of less than 1.0.
Shock-induced opposing flow might cause the reduction in the shock wave propagation speed.
High-speed shadowgraph photography with a standard Z-type optical arrangement was employed
to visualise the flow density field. The shadowgraph system consists of a 450 to 1000 W continuous
light source with an Xe-Hg arc lamp (Newport, model: 66921), a pair of 203.3 mm diameter concave
mirrors with a focal length of 1829 mm, and a high-speed camera (Photron, model: Fastcam SA1.1).
The images were acquired at a frame rate of 72 kfps with an exposure time of 1.0 μs. The offset angle
between the collimated light beam and the light source was set to 19 degrees to prevent coma.

3. Results and discussion
Shadowgraph photography captures self-induced unsteady vortex motion, which enables us to
understand the three-dimensional flow characteristics. Figure 3 shows the time evolution shadowgraph
images of the three-dimensional vortex loop without shock interaction. The upper and lower rows
show the 0 and 45 degrees rotation side views, respectively. These views help to visualise three4

dimensional vortex motion from different perspectives. The elapsed time after shock wave emission
from the nozzle is defined as t. To evaluate the characteristics of vortex loop motion independently,
the wall located in front of the shock generating tube was removed. The strong density change of areas
(1) and (2), observed in the 0 degree rotation side view (Fig. 3 (b)), corresponds with that of the 45
degrees rotation side view (Fig. 3 (h)). The mean outer diameter of the vortex core was 1.4 ± 0.4 mm.
The images [(b), (h)], [(c), (i)], and [(d), (j)] were similar to the shape in Fig. 2 (I), (II), and (III),
respectively; this is identical to previous studies [10, 11]. The shape of the vortex loop alters and
reconstructs to the original shape with expansion and contraction. The vortex loop possessing a
concave shape (Fig. 3 (b)) becomes the similar concave shape again (Fig. 3 (f)) after the transformation,
although the outer diameter of the vortex Dv is different.
Figures 4 and 5 show the time evolution of vortex motion and the instantaneous velocity of the
upper vortex core. The velocity coordinate for positive or negative signs is defined in Fig. 3 (a). u and
v denote the instantaneous horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. The semi-transparent grey
areas correspond to the timing of shock-vortex loop interaction. At the region of shock-vortex loop
interaction, although the instantaneous vertical velocities measured on the 0 and 45 degrees rotation
side views slightly alter (Fig. 5), vertical vortex loop motion is almost constant at the interaction region
(Fig. 4). In the 0 degree rotation side view (see Fig. 4, the circle symbols), the outer diameter tends to
increase over time but dramatically reduces at approximately t = 360 μs. At approximately t = 300 μs,
the vortex loop becomes the square shape as in Fig. 2 (III), and then the corners of the square vortex
loop move towards its centre. This is because the instantaneous vertical velocity of the vortex core
dramatically increases at t = 360 μs (see v in Fig. 5 (a)) as well as the instantaneous vertical velocity
in the 45 degrees view (Fig. 5 (b)). At approximately t = 400 μs in the 45 degrees rotation side view, a
high vertical velocity leads to a sudden vortex movement, and then the shape of the vortex loop
becomes similar to the shape of the originally emitted vortex loop.
The time evolution of the intensity of the density gradient provides the opportunity for a deeper
understanding of the shock interaction phenomena. Figures 6 and 7 show the time evolved
shadowgraph images of shock-vortex loop interaction, as well as the intensity profiles of the density
gradient obtained along the semi-transparent white line displayed in the shadowgraph images. The
intensity of the density gradient is averaged based on the obtained value from the line width of 1.1 mm.
The position of the white line corresponds to the nozzle centre line. The intensity of the density gradient
was normalised by the brightness of the image background so that the unchanged magnitude can be
subtracted from the images. The lateral axis denotes the normalised distance x/d from the nozzle end.
Note the high intensity of the density gradient implies a steep density gradient.
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As shown in previous studies [19, 28], the shock wave interaction process is divided into two
sections: the outer and the central parts of the vortex ring. In shock wave interactions with square
vortex loops, the behaviour generating the retarded/diffracted shock waves at the outer and central
parts of the vortex loop resembles that of interaction with a circular vortex loop. Before the reflected
shock wave (RSW) impinges on the vortex loop (VL), the shape of the RSW is almost planar (Figs. 6
and 7, image (1)). The RSW passing through the central part of the VL is obstructed by the opposed
flow induced by the vortex (Figs. 6 and 7, image (2)). At the outer portions of the VL, the RSW is
accelerated by the rotating vortex core, which results in the generation in a diffracted shock wave
(DSW) (see Figs. 6 and 7, image (4)). The DSW converges towards the centre of the VL. In the case
of interacting with a circular vortex loop, the planar shaped RSW is deformed to become the concave
shape at the central portion due to the rotating vortex core [28-30], whereas the planar shaped RSW
does not necessarily transfer to the concave shape, in the case of interacting with the present square
vortex loop.
The local high-speed flow emitted from the square nozzle corner induces a strong distortion of the
shock wave interacting with the VL. In the 0 degree rotation side view (Fig. 6, image (3)), the distorted
shock wave around the outer vortex core is affected by the high-speed flow at the vortex corner (C in
image (3)). According to a previous study that the velocity field was measured in front of a square
nozzle [10], the high-speed flow occurs along the axis of the square nozzle corner. The high-speed
flow reduces the shock propagation velocity at the vortex corner (C in image (3)), and the shock wave
is distorted towards the centre of the VL. Thereafter, the distorted shock wave impinges on the outer
vortex core. When the RSW interacts with the outer vortex core, the outer vortex core moves forward
at approximately 100 m/s. This movement of the outer vortex core pulls the distorted shock wave and
leads to the scattering of the shock wave towards the outer portion (Fig. 6, image (6)). Around the
centre of the VL, the almost planar RSW transforms to a convex shape as shown in the image (5), and
then propagates towards the outside of the VL. In contrast, in the 45 degrees rotation side view (see
Fig. 7), as mentioned regarding the opposing high-speed flow effect, the RSW at the outer vortex core
is strongly distorted towards the centre of the VL (Fig. 7, image (3)). The almost planar RSW becomes
the concave shape at the central portion due to the opposing high-speed flow (Fig. 7, image (4)), and
it converges towards the centre line. Different shock distortions observed between the 0 and 45 degrees
rotation side views enable us to deduce the three-dimensional shock propagation.
The shape of the distorted shock wave governs the wave propagation direction and influences the
shock wave focusing phenomena. As shown on the graphs in Figs 6 and 7, the RSW impinges on the
VL which slowly moves from left to right. The peak intensity of the density gradient of the RSW
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gradually reduces with time before the shock-vortex loop interaction. In three-dimensional shock wave
propagation, its overpressure magnitude decreases non-linearly, and it causes the reduction in peak
intensity of the density gradient of the RSW. However, when the RSW impinges on the VL, the peak
intensity of the density gradient is intensified because of the strong density change induced by the
shock-vortex loop interaction (Figs. 6 and 7, graphs (4)). Then, this peak intensity gradually decreases
again due to the non-linear effects. On the other hand, for the 45 degrees rotation side view (Fig. 7),
the peak intensity of the distorted shock wave is intensified again (see Fig. 7, graph (7)). This is because
the concave shaped shock wave generated at the central portion converges towards the centre line,
which results in a shock wave focusing phenomenon. The shock waves are strongly focused along the
axis of the nozzle corner due to the conversion of the distorted shock wave. In the 0 degree rotation
side view (Fig. 6, images (5)-(9)), the distorted shock wave scatters towards the outside of the vortex
loop; thus, the shock wave does not focus at the central portion. In the case of the shock interacting
with a circler vortex loop, the DSW generated from the outer vortex core focuses towards to the central
torus vortex ring, and the overpressure dramatically increases [29]. In the present shock-square vortex
loop interaction, the DSW is not simultaneously generated from whole of the vortex core; thus, the
influence of the DSW focusing is weak in spite of the appearance of the DSW focusing.

4. Conclusion
The focus of this study is the investigation of the three-dimensional shock wave distortion and
propagation phenomena in a shock-square vortex loop interaction. The experimental investigation was
conducted in a square cross-sectional open-end shock generating tube at an incident shock Mach
number of 1.39 ± 0.05 in the driven section, and a Reynolds number is 7.2 × 105 based on the tube side
length d = 22 mm. A square vortex loop impinged on the incident shock wave reflected from a wall
located L/d = 2.5 in front of the nozzle end, and its interaction behaviour was visualised using highspeed shadowgraph photography. The opposing high-speed flow emitted from the nozzle corner
strongly influences the distortion of the shock wave interacting with the vortex loop. The shock wave
propagation velocity was locally retarded by the opposing high-speed flow, and it caused either the
concave or convex shaped distorted shock waves. The convex shaped shock wave scattered towards
the outside of the vortex loop, whereas the concave one converged towards the centre of the vortex
loop. As a consequence, the concave shaped shock wave led to shock wave focusing. In shock-square
vortex loop interaction, the shock wave focusing does not necessarily occur at the central axis of the
vortex loop; the shock wave is locally focused along the axis of the nozzle corner.
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Figures

FIG. 1: Schematic of the experimental setup

FIG. 2: Time sequential motion of the square vortex loop [10]

FIG. 3: A three-dimensional vortex loop without shock interaction. Framing shadowgraph images;
(a-f): 0 degree rotation side view, (g-l): 45 degrees rotation side view
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FIG. 4: Time evolution of the vortex motion

(a) Measured on 0 degree rotation side view

(b) Measured on the 45 degrees rotation side view
FIG. 5: Instantaneous horizontal and vertical velocities of the upper vortex core
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FIG. 6: Framing shadowgraph images and the intensity profile of the density gradient from line
displayed in shadowgraph images, shock-vortex loop interaction case on 0 degree rotation side view
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FIG. 7: Framing shadowgraph images and the intensity profile of the density gradient from line
displayed in shadowgraph images, shock-vortex loop interaction case on 45 degree rotation side view
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